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ABSTRACT
Studies have shown that wearing different clothes have different effects on human psychological processes, an effect referred to as enclothed cognition. This work aims at verifying
whether this influence is also present in a virtual space where
a person is represented by an avatar he/she controls. Using
Unreal Engine 4 and Nvidia’s APEX clothing, we created
three distinct virtual scenarios. In the first one, the player’s
character is dressed in casual clothes. In the other two, they
dress in a lab coat. However, one is implied as belonging to
a doctor and the other to a painter. In all scenarios users
performed problem solving tasks. 51 participants were distributed and played through the different scenarios and the
results suggest that the effects of enclothed cognition are not
always observed in virtual environments.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Embodied cognition is the belief that our mind and thoughts
are affected by our bodies. A person being more impatient
when hungry or more open to share experiences when feeling warm are some common examples of this idea. Due to
the numerous ways the human body can affect the thought
process, embodied cognition has multiple subcategories.
One of them, enclothed cognition, studies the effects of
clothes in human cognition. This theory argues that wearing
clothes leads us to adopt behaviours and perceptions associated with the clothes. Some studies have been performed
in this field and demonstrated that wearing lab coats increases success in attention-related tasks [1] and others have
proven that, when presented with a painter’s coat, subjects
increased their success in insight problem-solving [4].
However, the effects of enclothed cognition have never
been tested in a virtual environment and it is not clear
whether its underlying principles still hold true in a virtual
world where the interaction is mediated through an avatar.
The work presented in this thesis focus on this problem: Are
the effects of enclothed cognition preserved when interacting
in a virtual world through an avatar embodiment?
As such, this work specifically focus on the effects of clothes
in the behaviour analyzed. Environment influence is also
tested although only to understand how it can change someone’s perception of clothes. Our hypothesis is then: By
manipulating the clothes dressing the user controlled virtual

avatar, the impact on user behaviour in the virtual world is
similar to the impact in the real world under similar conditions.
This project answers if the effects of embodied cognition in
the virtual world are maintained in the multiple scenarios of
varying clothes (doctor or painter’s coat) and environments
(doctor’s office, painter’s atelier or neutral) using a sustained
attention test.

2.
2.1

RELATED WORK
Embodied Cognition

Embodied cognition first appeared in the research field of
AI (Artificial Intelligence) as a response to the stale progress
of cognitivism (the hypothesis that the central functions of
thinking can be accounted for in terms of the manipulation of symbols according to explicit rules [2]) based agents
[6]. There is no clear answer as to who introduced the term
embodied cognition but much can be attributed to Rodney
Brooks and his work on an alternative AI, a highly reactive
model that would bypass the representational model all together and act based on sensory perceptions[2]. This AI is,
therefore, capable of body-based cognition.
This new perspective inspired philosophers and psychologists to further explore the idea. Embodied cognition is
generally defined as the idea that human cognition is altered
by aspects of the human body.

2.2

Enclothed Cognition

In 2012, Hajo Adam and Adam D. Galinsky [1] compiled
multiple experiments related with clothes and behaviours
they provoke. They proposed an unifying theory that could
explain these results. Based on embodied cognition, they
introduced the term “enclothed cognition”. This idea is defined as the influence clothes have on those who wear them.
Moreover, they proposed that in order to produce an effect
there are two requirements. The user must wear the clothes
and there needs to be a symbolic meaning for the clothes.
To prove their concept, they conducted three experiments to
test performance in attention-related tasks using a lab coat
which is generally associated with attentiveness and focused
attention.
In the first experiment, the objective was to prove that
wearing clothes affects performance. To do so, they tested
selective attention (the ability to focus on relevant stimuli
and ignore irrelevant ones). The test subjects were divided
in two groups of people: those who wore the lab coats and
those who did not. This allowed to also test the effects of

physically wearing the lab coat. The results demonstrated
that, as predicted, wearing the lab coat increases selective
attention.
While the first experiment proved that wearing the coat
does have an effect, the importance of the symbolic meaning
behind the coat was proven in experiment 2. To do so, they
divided participants in three different groups: those that
saw a coat described as being from a doctor but did not
wear it, those with a coat described as belonging to a doctor
and those with a coat described as belonging to a painter.
Instead of selective attention, the second experiment tested
sustained attention which is the ability to maintain focus
on a continuous activity. As such, the activity was comprised of four exercises where the four differences between
two similar pictures had to be found. Sustained attention
was assessed by adding the number of differences participants found across the four tasks. The results showed yet
again that wearing the coat is required to increase attention,
seeing it is not enough. They also show that the symbolic
meaning of the coat is crucial, with the painter’s coat performing worse than the doctor’s coat. The third and last
experiment was very similar to the second and had similar
results, corroborating the previous results.
These studies by Adam and Galinsky [1] are the most
relevant for this work. In fact, this project is partially a
continuation of these studies. This experiment is, as much
as possible, a recreation of their second experiment but in
a virtual world. Just as in it, the avatar wears either a lab
coat or casual clothes. Also, the pictures with differences
are the same in their test and this one. There is, however, a
difference between both experiments. In their test, subjects
kept their clothes but in computer graphics there is no possibility of mimicking the clothes of every subject. As such,
the avatar is dressed in a way perceived as casual clothing
for the player. In order to follow their experiments as closely
as possible, in the scenarios where the avatar is dressed with
a lab coat, the character starts with casual clothes and then
dresses himself or herself with the lab coat during gameplay.
Also, just as in these studies, user performance was tested
in attention-related tasks. The obtained results were compared with those recorded by Adam and Galinsky and were
expected to be similar.

2.3

Cloth Modelling in Computer Graphics

Since the effects of enclothed cognition have been proved
in real life but not in a virtual environments, minimizing
the differences between the two as much as possible is important. As such, the clothes presented in the avatar must
be as realistic as the current technology in computer graphics allows it. Cloth modelling simulates the appearance and
movement of clothes in computer graphics.
There are four main groups of techniques for cloth modelling [7]:
Subdivision - Subdivision surfaces are the most common
way to create cloth simulation. First applied in 1998
by DeRose et al. [5]. However these methods do not
have into account forces or material properties.
Procedural wrinkle synthesis - To provide increased detail to the cloth, some methods procedurally create
wrinkles in the cloths. One of the most recent contributions being that of Rohmer et al. [9]. The technique

is capable of realistic wrinkles with small computation
trade-off.
Data driven methods - Other methods utilise data examples to create the simulation. The results depend
highly on the quality of data provided.
Regularisation - Regularization is a method for solving
ill-posed inverse problems by injecting additional assumptions (priors). The most popular method was
developed by Pighin et al. [8].
One of the most important aspects that influence the quality of cloth modelling is if the solution uses GPU acceleration. One of the most utilized examples of this technology is
the Nvidia’s APEX1 which provides high quality cloth simulation for dedicated Nvidia graphic cards. It is capable of
producing good results in efficient time and was the solution
of choice for this work.

2.4

Graphics Engine

The creation of virtual worlds in the area of computer
science became more streamlined in the past decade thanks
to the development of game engines. These are software
frameworks that support the creation of video games and,
as such, virtual environments. A game engines is, therefore,
an important tool for game designers in order to ease the
process of creating a virtual experience.
There are three popular and high quality game engines
that do not require a professional license to use. They are
Unity, UE4 (Unreal Engine 4) and CryEngine2 . Each engine
has some advantages and disadvantages associated with it.
After some research on these frameworks, the following conclusion was reached: UE4 strikes as the best choice for this
project. While more complex to work with than Unity, many
systems of the engine’s current iteration have been simplified. The creation process is now very similar to that offered
by Unity. The visual fidelity, however, has significantly increased from the third to the fourth edition of the engine,
and is almost on par with that of the CryEngine. Plus, this
is the only of the studied graphics engines capable of using
the aforementioned APEX cloth from Nvidia.

2.5

Level Design

Level design theory is a recent subject that appeared with
the first video games. Inspiring level designers such as Hironobu Sakaguchi (Final Fantasy) and Shigeru Miyamoto
(Super Mario Brothers) created some of the first examples
of virtual levels. Without even knowing it, they were starting to establish the rules of level design. Their work, as
well as that of others as been analyzed and the level design
process is now a documented and studied subject. Richard
Rouse III describes in his work [10] that a level is divided in
five components:
Action - Conflict between the player’s avatar and the world
or other avatars;
Exploration - Observation of the level through character
movement;
1
https://developer.nvidia.com/clothing (as consulted
in July 6, 2017)
2
www.worldofleveldesign.com/categories/level_
design_tutorials/recommended-game-engines.php
(as consulted in July 6, 2017)

Puzzle Solving - Answer problems in order to progress;
Story Telling - Unfolding of the game’s plot;
Aesthetics - How the level looks and sounds.
All of these components should be balanced in a level in
order to achieve maximum level flow. Level flow is defined
as “A reward-response system that challenges the gamer and
then provides a treat for completing tasks.” [3]. It is therefore, divided in two parts: first, the designer must construct
challenges for the player to overcome. These must neither be
impossible nor too easy. Their difficulty must feel like a hard
but possible to overcome challenge for the player. Secondly,
a reward should be presented to the player after completing
a task. It should be of value similar to the difficulty of the
challenge. The greater the risks, the higher the reward.
Level design theory has helped designers create levels capable of rewarding and immerse those who play them. Its
principles were taken in consideration when creating the experimental scenarios.

3.

room and the player will be able to control the character using point-and-click style controls. They are then
free to move to the next room (Figure 5b).
2. The next room is different depending on the level. The
casual level skips to 3, the doctor’s level goes to (a) and
the painter’s level goes to (b).
(a) The user is in a room that can clearly be associated with a doctor’s lab full of medical apparatus
such as an operating table, monitors, x-rays and
even a skeleton (Figure 5c).
(b) The user is in a room that can clearly be associated with a painter’s studio with multiple paintings, blank canvas and paint (Figure 2).

EXPERIMENT

The objective of this experiment is to identify if the principles of enclothed cognition can be verified in a virtual world.
As a side objective, it is also important to keep as much experimental variables similar to those of the original experiment as possible. As such, with these elements in mind, the
experiment detailed in this section was devised.
Since this scientific test occurs in a virtual world, all scenarios were computer generated. Three different levels were
created: a doctor’s level, a painter’s level and a casual level.
Also, two types of clothing were designed for the avatar to
dress: a lab coat and casual clothes. In the casual level,
avatars are dressed with casual clothes. In the other two
the avatars start with casual clothes but later dress in the
lab coat. As such there are a total of three possible scenarios. Also, an exercise that tests problem solving skills was
coded into the scenarios. The problem solving test consists
in a sustained attention test using the same images as the
ones used in Hajo Adam and Adam D. Galinsky’s enclothed
cognition second experiment [1].
Each scenario consists on the following steps (represented
in Figure 1):

Figure 1: Flowchart of the experimental scenarios.

1. The user starts in a neutral room dressed with casual
clothes. The camera is zoomed-in on the main character on the right side of the screen. On the left side
of the screen, a character creator UI allows the user
to change the eye color, hair color, skin tone and the
avatar’s gender (Figure 5a). After pressing start the
game, the camera will zoom out to show the entire

Figure 2: Representation of the painter scenario.
Even though cases (a) and (b) are different when it
comes to the aesthetics, the gameplay sequences are
similar in both. There is a locked door in both scenarios that cannot be opened. If the avatar goes near
the door, it replies that he left the keys in his/her doctor’s coat (in the doctor’s level) or in his/her painter’s
coat (in the painter’s level), as shown in Figure 5c.
The player must then dress the avatar in a lab coat
in the middle of the room (same mesh model in both
cases) (Figure 5d). After a small animation showing
the avatar getting dressed the user is asked if the coat
looks like a doctor/painter’s coat (Figure 5e). After
answering, a new animation shows the door being unlocked followed by a confirmation expressed by the
avatar. Finally, the player may proceed to the last
room.
3. The avatar enters in a new neutral room. In it, there
is a table with a pile of images. The avatar replies that
he/she has work left to do at that table (Figure 5f).
If the user interacts with table or the chair next to it,
he will play a game of spotting the differences between
different pictures (Figure 5g). There are four exercises
with four differences each (same images and differences
as in the original experiment: Figure 4). The player
can try to find as many differences as he/she can before submitting the final answer. They can view how
many differences they have marked in each picture and
in total as well as how much time they spent in the
game (Figure 5h). After submitting the answers, the
experiment ends.

The only difference between the experimental scenarios is
the existence of a middle room, both with the same coat to
dress but different environments. One room is a doctor’s lab
and the other is a painter’s studio. This small difference is
important to imply the meaning of the coat as belonging to
a certain profession. It is crucial to verify if the participants
understand this connection between the room’s design and
the corresponding profession. This problem was thoroughly
examined during the usability tests. Even still, to help the
player make this connection the avatar implies in multiple
moments that the coat belongs to him/her and is also a
painter’s or doctor’s lab coat. To confirm that the user associates the coat with the correct profession, the following
question is asked to the user after dressing the coat:
• Regarding my coat... Do you think it looks like a doctor’s coat (in the doctor’s level) / painter’s coat (in the
painter’s level).
The fact that the association between the lab coat and
its profession is done through environment hints instead of
telling a story is the single detail where this project diverges
from the original Adam and Galinsky’s experiment [1]. However, through careful testing and by using in-game hints, this
difference was controlled in this experiment.
After creating the project, usability tests were carried out
to ensure participants could complete the game without difficulties. For each problem found, a solution was applied to
the project.

4.
4.1

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Population Sample

This experiment was comprised of 51 samples provided
by participants with ages between 18 and 72 years of age
(M = 24.49, σ = 8.45) from which 54.9% were male and
45.1% female. Also 23.5% claimed to not play video games,
43.1% say that they play video games occasionally when
the opportunity presents itself and the remaining 33.3% answered that they make some time in their schedule to play
video games. The 51 participants were evenly distributed
in groups of 17 elements. Each group experimented one of
the scenarios: the doctor’s level, the painter’s level or the
neutral level (control group).

4.2

Procedure

The experiments took place in 3 distinct events: at a gaming showcase event entitled MOJO in IST’s Alameda campus
in Lisbon (21 participants), at the faculty of Medicine (Pólo
3) of the university of Coimbra (18 participants) and at the
department of informatics engineering of the university of
Coimbra (8 participants). Also, four tests were executed
outside of the aforementioned events. These added for a
total of 51 executed tests.
In every event, participants were motivated to participate
by receiving chocolate or caramel candies by playing. A
giveaway between all participants of two video games and
a movie ticket for two people was another measure used to
encourage user participation.
Individuals were left alone to perform the experiment with
only the information that the game controls with the mouse
and that a small survey would automatically open upon
completion. Participants took between 117 seconds (1 minute,

57 seconds) and 1170 seconds (19 minutes, 30 seconds) to
complete the test (M = 454.75, σ = 30.22).

4.3

Data Collection

Data from the experiment was collected in two different
ways. Gameplay information was saved by the game itself
in a file while both demographic information (table 1) and
some long text answers were collected within the google form
presented after playing (table 2).
Name
Test ID
Scenario
Time
in
Character
Creator
Time
to
Find
the
Lab Coat
Time to Sit
on Chair

Time
Finding
Differences
Lab Coat
Score
Picture x
Marked
Differences
Picture x Differences
Found
Picture x Max Differences
Back Arrow
Clicks
Forward
Arrow
Clicks

Description
A unique ID shared with the form in order to
merge entries in both tables.
The scenario played. Possible values are: Doctor, Painter, Neutral.
Time in seconds the player spent creating the
character.
Time in seconds the player spent since starting
to move the character until dresseing it in the
lab coat. (ignored for players in the neutral scenario).
Time in seconds the player spent after dressing
the character until sitting to play the mini-game
(for players in the neutral scenario the time is
measured since the player is able to move the
character until sitting).
Time in seconds the player spent playing the
mini-game (can be seen in-game by the player).
A score from 0 to 1 for how much the player
agrees the lab coat looks like a doctor/painter’s
coat (0 for players in the neutral scenario).
The number of differences marked by the player
in picture x (data Parameter repeated 4 times,
once for each picture).
The number of differences found by the player
in picture x (data Parameter repeated 4 times,
once for each picture).
The number of differences picture x has (data
Parameter repeated 4 times, once for each picture).
The number of times the player pressed the back
arrow button in the finding differences minigame (0 clicks are required to finish the game).
The number of times the player pressed the
forward arrow button in the finding differences
mini-game (to finish the game at least 4 clicks
are required).

Table 1: Data collected in the experiment by the game.

4.4

Results

The most important tests are those that use the same
variables as Adam and Galinsky’s [1] work. For this experiment that means using Scenario as the grouping variable
and Total Differences Found (a sum of the differences
found for all the pictures) as the dependent variable
Using the Shapiro-Wilk normality test indicated a significance value below 0.05 for every scenario (0.08 for the doctor, 0.02 for the painter and 0.04 for the neutral). This shows

Name
Test ID
Gender
Age
Video game
usage

Video game
genre familiarity

Lab Coat
Score Justification
Suggestions

Description
A unique ID shared with the game in order to
merge entries in both tables.
The gender of the player.
The age of the player.
Information about how often the participant
plays video games. Possible options are: I don’t
play video games, I play video games occasionally when the opportunity presents itself or I
make some time in my schedule to play video
games.
Whatever the user is well acquainted with the
game genres of the project. Options are: I don’t
play video games, I play video games that are
neither 3D or point and click, I am familiar with
3D video games, I am familiar with point and
click video games or I am familiar with both 3D
and point and click video games.
A long answer for the player to explain the score
given to the lab coat in the game (participants in
the neutral group did not answer this question).
Optional long answer were the users were given
the opportunity to suggest improvements for the
game.

However, this does not necessarily mean that enclothed
cognition cannot be observed within a virtual environment.
While it is true that this work could not support this connection, it is also a fact that the average differences found from
participants in this study within each scenario are very similar to those accomplished in the original Adam and Galinsky’s [1] study. The average results obtained when the data
is filtered by both Video game genre familiarity and
Lab Coat Score are very similar to the original for the
scenarios of both doctor and painter. Figure 3 shows this
comparison in detail. The difference relies on the very high
standard deviation of this study when compared with the
original. This fact suggests that there could be unanticipated factors influencing the results beyond the scenario of
choice.

Table 2: Data collected in the experiment through the questionnaire.

that the data deviates from a normal distribution. As such,
non-parametric tests had to be used to evaluate the data.
The Kruskal-Wallis test showed that there was no significant difference in the number of differences found between
the multiple scenarios, χ2 (2) = 0.409, p = 0.815, with a
mean rank score of 27.06 for the doctor, 24.15 for painter
and 26.79 for the neutral scenario. The mean and standard
deviation for each group were as follows: M = 11.53, σ = 3.1
for the doctor, M = 10.88, σ = 3.44 for the painter and
M = 11.53, σ = 3.16 for the neutral case3 .
Also, by filtering the results were the Lab Coat Score
was higher than 0.5 and the player had experience with both
genres of video-games (point and click and 3D) better results
were obtained. However the Mann-Whitney still showed
that there was no significant difference in the number of differences found between the multiple scenarios, U = 18.5, p
= 0.15, with a mean rank score of 10.19 for the doctor and
6.81 for painter. For this last filtered test the means and
standard deviations are as follows: M = 12.13, σ = 2.85
for the doctor, M = 10.75, σ = 2.31 for the painter and
M = 11.44, σ = 2.6 for the neutral case.

5.

DISCUSSION

According to the results obtained, it was not possible to
verify the proposed hypothesis. Even by filtering data so
that is only applies to those who felt the lab coat belong to
the corresponding profession and who already are familiar
with both point and click and 3D video games, the differences between scenario were not significant enough to support the proposed hypothesis.
3

Although the average and standard deviation are presented
in this section, it is important to recall that the data does
not pass the normality test.

(a) Adam and Galinsky’s experiment results.

(b) This experiment’s results.

Figure 3: Comparison between Adam and Galinsky’s experimental results in the real world and this experiment’s
results when filtered by Video game genre familiarity =
3D & point and click and Lab Coat Score > 0.5.
One of those factors may be how much the lab coat looks
like a doctor/painter’s coat. Of the 34 testers who played
with the lab coat, only 22 gave the Lab Coat Score an
above average value (above 0.5). As explained in Adam
and Galinsky’s work [1] this infringes one of the necessary
requirements for the enclothed cognition effect to occur: a
symbolic meaning must be associated to the clothes. Filtering the data obtained to cases where the testers felt the lab

coat looked like the associated profession proved indeed to
increase the tests significance from 0.815 to 0.493.
Another factor influencing the tests is the familiarity of
the tester with the game genres of the experimental game.
When the data is filtered by video game genre familiarity,
the significance of the Kruska-Wallis test changes drastically
from 0.815 to 0.129. We theorize that those unfamiliar with
3D environments or the point and click control system are
too focused in learning how to navigate the world to let
themselves feel immersed with the character.
Finally, one of the most common comments given by participants in the tests after its completion, is that it was not
possible to feel empathy, and therefore a connection, with
the avatar by just dressing the lab coat. We speculate that
this factor is of extreme importance and is the main reason
results could not be achieved. The character creator was implemented with this problem in mind but was not enough to
solve it. The data shows that the time spent in the character
creator does not affect the number of differences found.

(a) Exercise 1.

Future Work
This work showed that the effects of enclothed cognition
are not always observed in virtual environments. A possible reason for this fact is due to a high disparity on the
number of differences found. However, the results improved
when filtering the variables of lab coat score and the game
genre familiarity. In both cases the problem was the same:
a disconnection with the lab coat and difficulty controlling
the character disrupted player immersion and stopped users
from feeling “in-character”. We present two possible fixes for
this issue. The first is to have a higher number of participants and then filter those who show affinity towards the
lab coat and are accustomed to the controls used for the experiment. The other is to improve the mesh of the lab coat
so it better resembles a lab coat for both doctor and medic
and to improve the control system to be more intuitive for
non-gamers. However, since this work already associated
realistic graphics and cloth modelling to provide the best
representation of clothes possible, improving the mesh may
be difficult. It is possible that a virtual environment is simply not enough to satisfy the first condition for enclothed
cognition (wearing the clothes).
Another problem was the lack of empathy towards the
avatar, as commented by participants. This could be solved
by having the avatar perform more actions related with
his/her profession before finding the differences or by adding
a story to the game.
As such, future work should focus in removing the factors filtered in this work as well as search for other possible
influences that may affect the results. More importantly,
we speculate that the lack of empathy towards the avatar
could be the main reason results could not be achieved and
encourage future work to improve the experiment in this
direction.

(b) Exercise 2.

(c) Exercise 3.

APPENDIX

(d) Exercise 4.

Figure 4: Pictures used for the finding differences minigame.

(a) Character creation.

(b) Starting room.

(c) Doctor’s room.

(d) Dressing the doctor’s coat.

(e) Rating the doctor’s coat.

(f) Puzzle room.

(g) Sitting to find the differences.

(h) Finding the differences.

Figure 5: Implemented doctor scenario using a female character.
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